A double triangle subspace lattice in a Hilbert space H is a 5-element set of subspaces of H, containing (0) and H, with each pair of non-trivial elements intersecting in (0) and spanning H. It is shown that if any pair of non-trivial elements has a closed vector sum the double triangle is both non-reflexive and non-transitive. A double triangle in H © H is an operator double triangle if each non-trivial element is the graph of an operator acting on H. A sufficient condition is given for any operator double triangle to be non-reflexive. 1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): primary 47 A 15; secondary 06 A 20.
Introduction
Throughout this paper H denotes a complex non-zero Hilbert space, 'subspace' means closed linear manifold, 'operator' means bounded linear transformation and every lattice of subspaces of H contains (0) and H. For a lattice £ of subspaces of H, Alg £ denotes the set of operators on H which leave every element of £ invariant and Lat Alg £ denotes the set of subspaces of H invariant under every element of Alg£. Of course, £ C Lat Alg £. If equality holds £ is called reflexive. If Alg £ is the set of scalar multiples of the identity operator £ is called transitive. This notation and terminology is due to P. R. Halmos [4] , [5] . In view of their special algebraic importance [8, page 90] two finite lattice types deserve immediate attention when the questions of reflexivity and transitivity are raised namely the pentagon and the double triangle. Their Hasse diagrams are, respectively, W. E. Longstaff [2] and It is shown in [5] that reflexive pentagons and non-reflexive double triangles occur. That non-reflexive pentagons occur is shown in [7] . Concerning transitivity, it follows easily from Proposition 3.1 of [6] that no pentagon is transitive. The questions: Does there exist a reflexive (respectively, a transitive) double triangle? remain open. The present paper discusses, primarily, the former question. For a recent discussion of the latter see [2] .
Thus the lattices considered are those of the form <$ = {(0), K, L, M, H] where the subspaces K, L, M of H satisfy KnL = KnM=LC\M = (0) and KVL = KVM = L\'M = H('\" denotes closed linear span). First, a proof is given of the 'folk theorem' that ^ is non-reflexive if any of the vector sums K + L, K + M, L + M is closed. The same condition on vector sums is shown to guarantee non-transitivity. The remainder concerns double triangles in H © H of the form {(0), G(A), G(B), G(C), H © H) where A, B, C are operators on H and, for an operator T,G(T) denotes its graph. These will be called operator double triangles. A sufficient condition that such a double triangle be non-reflexive is given as Theorem 4. For an operator T, ker T denotes its kernel and denotes its range.
Folk theorem
In finite-dimensional spaces no double triangle is reflexive [5] and none is transitive if the dimension exceeds 2 [4] . The following results seem to be the appropriate generalizations of these facts. The first is known to others. Every double triangle in a two-dimensional space is transitive [3] . No double triangle in any space contains an operator of rank one in its Alg [6] .
Operator double triangles
What can be said concerning the reflexivity of double triangles in which no vector sums, except the trivial ones, are closed. The class of operator double triangles contains many such.
It is easily shown (see [4] ) that if A and B are operators on H, then use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002704X
In general, two double triangles % = {(0), K t , L t , A/,, H t ) (i -1,2) are said to be similar if there is a bounded bijection S: H x -» H 2 such that SK } = K 2 , SL, -L 2 , SM X = M 2 . Reflexivity and (transitivity) is a similarity invariant since S Lat Alg <$, = Lat Alg % when <$, and % are similar (by 5).
The 
YA{\ -P) = XBX(l ~P) + BZA{\ -P).
Since Y leaves the linear manifolds %(A) and 61(5) invariant, it leaves <3l(C) + 9l(i4(l -P)) invariant. Let x, y G H. Then YCx + YA(l -P)y = Cx' + A(\ -P)y' for some vectors x' and y'. We now find x' and (1 -P)y' in terms of x a n d j . From (1) and (2),
Since this also equals A[Ex' + (1 -P)y'], it follows that (5) A-Ex + ZCx + X{1 -P)y + ZA{\ -P)y = Ex' + (l -P ) / .
From (3) and (4),
YCx+ YA(\ -P)y = B[X{\ + XE)x + ZCx + XX(l -P)y + ZA{\ -P)y].
Since this also equals B[(l + \E)x' + X(l -P)y'], it follows that
Subtracting X times (5) from 6 gives Xx + (l -X)ZCx + (1 -X)Z^(1 -P)y = x'.
Substituting this into (5) gives
XEx -EXx + (1 -(1 -X)E)ZCx + X(l -P)y
Since for all vectors x, y G H,YCx + YA{\ -P)y = Cx' + A{\ -P)y' where x' and (1 -P)y' are given by the last two equations, it follows that
for every element [* y] of Alg ^D. The proof that ^D is non-reflexive is completed by considering two cases. If X -0 or 1 in the above theorem, Lat Alg ^D is uncountable since the set {fi G C: n ¥= 0,1 and F -[iE is invertible} is uncountable and each of its elements ju gives a different element C7((l -n)C(F -fJ-E)' 1 ) of Lat Alg 6 D.
If {(0), G(/l), G(5), G(0), H®H) is an operator double triangle in which $l(A) D tfl(B) is neither (0) nor dense, it is non-reflexive since H © L G Lat Alg ^X^D where L = <SL(A) n 91 (5) . With the hypotheses of the preceding use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002704X [7] Non-reflexive double triangles 355 theorem, <3l(A) D €1(5) = & ( C ) + <3l(A(\ ~ P)) cannot be (0) (C is injective) but may be dense, for example, if X = 0. G(B) , G(0), H © H) be an operator double triangle. If there exists a complex scalar X such that either
Consideration of the case X = 0 leads to the following. need not imply nor be implied by the condition A -XB is injective. (Consider A = S* -1, B = 1, where S is the unilateral shift of multiplicity 1, and X = -1 , X = 0.) Also, these two conditions together need not imply that A -XB is invertible since, for example, both A and B may be compact (on an infinite-dimensional space) with <3l(A) and <3l(fi) comparable.
By are similar we obtain slightly more general results exemplified by the following. 2. There might be a double triangle subspace lattice that is not similar to any operator double triangle but none have yet been exhibited.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002704X
